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1

Background

The Victorian gas Distribution Network Service Providers (Distribution Businesses) normally handle
media relations in relation to the status of their gas networks in Victoria.
AEMO has a specified role to communicate through the media when a Level 5 emergency has
been declared.
The Victorian Government and the gas industry has requested that, in addition to these
circumstances, an agreement be established whereby AEMO will speak on behalf of the Victorian
gas supply industry when there are widespread and prolonged localised gas shortages affecting
Victorians. This will ensure that a single, consistent statewide event description is available to the
media.
In response to this request, AEMO has developed an emergency response protocol which covers:


The process and triggers for the deployment and de-escalation of the Single Industry
Spokesperson (SIS);



The content of any messages to be communicated by the SIS; and



The processes for information exchange and decision-making to apply throughout this
situation.

2

Objectives

The proposed protocol covers a media and public response process and has the following
objectives:


To ensure media, customers, and the general public receive a single, coordinated
communication message and clear advice about the status of a widespread gas
emergency.



To provide a timely and reliable response to key metro media outlets (radio, print, and TV)
during a major incident.

3

Criteria for activating the SIS protocol

This protocol only applies to major, widespread distribution-level gas supply shortages in Victoria,
as detailed in the criteria and response process below. Activation of the SIS protocol will be
urgently considered if one or more of the criteria factors have occurred. These factors include:

4



Two or more separate Distribution Businesses (DBs) are affected



The gas supply of more than 300 customers across the Melbourne metropolitan area is
affected



The likely prospect that lengthy restoration times will occur



Significant levels of media interest, requiring a coordinated response

Process for assessing activation of the SIS

The decision to activate the SIS will be the primary responsibility of AEMO Corporate
Communications and EnergySafe Victoria (ESV), in consultation with DB communications
managers and representatives of the Victorian Government. Consideration of the need to activate
the SIS will be discussed at the AEMO-led communications teleconference which involves ESV,
communications managers of all affected DBs, government representatives from the Department
of Primary Industries (DPI) and AEMO Corporate Communications. The purpose of this
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teleconference briefing process is to discuss media strategies and actions as part of an agreed and
coordinated communications approach between AEMO, industry and government.
The communications teleconference is normally preceded by and remains separate to an AEMOled operational teleconference briefing process which is designed to clarify the extent of likely or
actual gas supply shortages, number of customers and/or regions affected, and operational
strategies by the affected DBs. While the operational teleconference serves a different function
and stands distinct from the communications teleconference process, it assists in providing useful
data which can be used during the communications teleconference to assess the need for
activating the SIS.
The SIS response process can only be activated if the above criteria have occurred, and if there is
agreement that the public needs information at a broader level than individual DBs can provide.
If extreme weather increases the likelihood of widespread supply shortages, then the SIS can be
activated before any shortages occur. In such cases, the DBs, ESV and AEMO Corporate
Communications, in liaison with the Victorian Government, will review the situation on an ongoing
basis and keep stakeholders informed. If there are significant community concerns arising from the
event, all parties including the Victorian energy safety authority, ESV, will promote the agreed
industry safety messages.

5

Process for activating the SIS

If representatives (as outlined in Section 9 of this protocol) of the DBs, ESV, AEMO, and the
Victorian Government agree that the SIS criteria have been met, and there is public benefit in a
high-level overview of the situation, they will:


Formally activate the SIS and notify industry stakeholders.



AEMO will be responsible for issuing this notice. The parties to this protocol will develop an
appropriate schedule of parties to be advised, with their contact details.



Create a holding media statement for the SIS, and share it with the DPI and other
appropriate stakeholder representatives. A template media statement is attached to this
protocol.



Establish a coordinated process and timeframe for ongoing consultations and agreement
on information provision under the SIS.

6

Process for providing the content of SIS messages

The SIS protocol will ensure that all media messages and information are aligned. When required,
media releases will be supported by distributor information flow. The key communications
messages and responsibilities are outlined below.
When invoked, AEMO will provide the media with:


Aggregate numbers of affected customers



Overview of areas / regions most affected



Cause/s of incident



Broad expectations regarding restoration



General description regarding the event (e.g. 1-in-100-year event)



Safety messages



Additional information when available (e.g. DB restoration response)
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Referrals to individual DBs for more specific information about individual events and
responses. It is preferred that AEMO does not mention individual DBs, but some leeway is
appropriate in the context of live media interviews.

Distributors will provide the media with any or all of the following:


Detailed or local network-specific information



Detailed information about the regions affected, including numbers of affected customers



Cause of individual incidents or supply shortages



Expectations regarding restoration of supply



General description regarding the event (e.g. 1-in-100-year event)



Safety messages



Description of DB response strategies being implemented

7

Process for coordinating media responses while the SIS is
activated

During a major event, AEMO Corporate Communications will liaise on an ongoing basis with
industry and government (as required) to ensure consistency of messages and information flow to
the public. AEMO and the DBs have the following specific responsibilities under the SIS protocol:


AEMO Corporate Communications will manage major statewide media. DBs should
continue to manage local and regional media communications.



AEMO Corporate Communications will have the power to refer media enquiries back to
DBs if the subject or volume of media enquiries requires their assistance. The DBs will be
informed of such action by AEMO.



Activation of the SIS does not preclude DBs from also talking to metro outlets about the
event, if and when asked to do so.



AEMO will keep DB communications managers informed about the number, source, and
status of major media enquiries, and will seek prior agreement if there is a need to hold any
media conferences.



AEMO will aim to provide the DBs copies of media releases at the same time they are
provided to the media.



In addition to the communications teleconferences, the DB communications managers will
keep AEMO Corporate Communications informed of any significant developments or
changes in the situation, nominally on an hourly basis, unless otherwise agreed.

8

Process for deactivating the SIS

DB and AEMO communications managers should agree to deactivate the SIS when the event
reaches a point where any one of the following criteria is satisfied:


Only one DB remains significantly affected



The number of customers off supply has greatly reduced



There is no likelihood of large numbers of customers remaining off supply for a prolonged
period



Media interest has greatly reduced

This decision will be promptly communicated to all key stakeholders.
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9

Nominated representatives

As the authorised communications managers of their respective organisations, the following are
the nominated representatives of the parties to this protocol.
AEMO

Paul Bird or nominee, as advised

ESV

David Guthrie-Jones or nominee, as advised

Jemena

Scott Parker or nominee, as advised

Envestra

Des Petherick or nominee, as advised
(Ivo Falllachio, APA Asset Management)

SP AusNet

Natasha Whalley or nominee, as advised

DPI (observer status)

Greg McLeish or nominee, as advised

The parties will ensure that current contact details are known to all others at all times.

10

SIS review

The parties and DPI will convene within a week of deactivating the SIS to review all aspects of the
process and outcomes of the event. The parties and DPI will meet annually to review the operation
of the process and the terms of the protocol.
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Attachment 2: Media release
MEDIA RELEASE
For immediate release
(INSERT DATE AND TIME)
<<CAUSE>> AFFECTS VICTORIAN ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
The Victorian gas distribution businesses and the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) advise that there
have been some gas supply interruptions in Victoria, affecting customers across parts of the State.
AEMO, operator of the Victorian gas transmission network, will provide a statewide overview of the situation for
the media on behalf of the industry, on an ongoing basis until the situation improves. These interruptions have
been caused by <<INSERT CAUSE>>.
At present, approximately <<INSERT TOTAL NUMBERS OFF SUPPLY>> customers have had their gas supply
interrupted. The major areas affected are <<INSERT MAJOR AREAS AFFECTED>>.
<<INSERT ANY OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION>>
All media requests for high-level information or interviews should be directed to the AEMO spokesperson
nominated below.
Media enquiries regarding specific areas should be directed to the appropriate gas distribution businesses, on the
numbers listed below. Gas safety matters should be directed to EnergySafe Victoria on the number listed below.
ENDS
_______________
Overview media enquiries:
Paul Bird
AEMO General Manager Corporate Communications
Ph: (03) 9648 8724
Mob: 0409 382 121
Specific media enquiries:
Jemena media hotline: 0407 303 854
Envestra media enquiries:
Des Petherick – 08 8227 1500
SP AusNet 24-hour media hotline: 03 9625 0199
Gas safety media enquiries:
David Guthrie-Jones
EnergySafe Victoria media hotline: 9203 9700 or 0409 542 083
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